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This letter Contained, in the most obliging [Correspondence of the Portland Advertiser.^
As to Maurice, when he reached the dan
The moment, however, was arrived, when
WASHINGTON, FRIDAY, JUNE 27, 1834.
his resources were no longer equal to his cing-room, he eagerly engaged a partner, term, the offer of a loan. If it had arrived
The House of Representatives did not ad
wants, and he found himself on the point of and joined a gatlopa.de which had just com a fe.w hours sooner, it would, probably, have journ last night till nearly midnight, which
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
JAMES K. REMICH.
suffering that humiliation which he had so menced, he hurried her round the room saved'the youth from an untimely fate, and is no playwork, this hot weather, when the
Office on the Main-Street,--opposite the Meeting-House. long avoided.
with such impetuosity, that had he made a restored him to his friends, perhaps a useful session begins at 10, A. M.
TERMS OF TH,E GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
The House and the Senate have passed a
In this extremity, he one morning shut false step, the poor girl must have met with and worthy member of society.
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— himself up in his room, balanced his ac some serious accident. Twice did she in
Bill appropriating 370,000 yearly for three
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which counts, and found himself minus 3000 francs. treat him to stop : he either heard her not,
years, to pay the interest which the city of
[From the Portland Advertiser.]
remain unpaid at the expiration of thé year.—No The sum to him was considerable, but as or, if he did, paid no attention. He was
Report of the Committee on the Post Office. Washington owes the Dutch upon its canal
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub
We learn from the National Intelligencer debt. If this Bill had not been passed, the
he was not deficient in energy, he did not des like the man described by the English poet, —
of Tuesday, that Mr. Ewing from the Com President, under an act of Congress must
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
who,
to
escape
from
his
agonizing
reflec

pair. An old friend of his father had often
mittee on the Post Office, made the long have seized upon the property of individuals
The publisher does not hold himself responsible fbr
desired him to apply to him in case of need; tions, galloped at full speed in one hour, over looked for Report, on Monday, on the affairs and sbld it at public sale, for the city now has
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount
he did so. The candour with which he thirty miles of difficult and dangerous road, of that establishment. The document, says no means of paying the interest upon its debt,
charged for its insertion.
disclosed his situation, and admitted his er and who, when his horse dropped from fa the Rational Intelligencer, is of great length— much less the principal. Since the panic
rors, the promises he made of amendment, tigue, continued spurring the jaded animal, it sets forth as the result of the investigations commenced, created by the removal of the
of separating himself from the world, and till he himself swooned with the exertion. ofthe Committee, that the department is Deposites, the corporation notes issued by
the city have fallen to 75 cents on the dollaf
•
thFfïrstIïëbt.
retiring into the country, gained the heart of Maurice finally took back his trembling largely insolvent—that the Postmaster Gen aye even less than that,—and as the city is
Such is the title , by which a London his father’s friend. He treated him as a partner to her seat.—He left the ball room, eral has, from time to time borrowed large obliged to take them for taxes at par, of
sums of money for the use of the Post Office,
journalist introduces the following transla returning penitent son, furnished him with rushed home as if pursued by the demons of without any authority of law—that the Post course the only available fund is corporation
tion from the French. It might be more the necessary sum in bank notes, talked hell, retired, not to. rest, but to reflection, Office is insolvent to the amount of EIGHT notes, which it will not do to re-issue. The
appropriately brought forward under the over his future prospects, and advised his and towards morning, fell asleep.
HUNDRED AND THREE THOUSAND fact is, the city and the Canal Company, are
When he awoke the sun was high in the SIX HUNDRED AND TWENTY-FIVE most miserably in debt—and millions will
name of Bad Company, since this, more immediate departure from Paris. There
than the Debt, was the foundation of the was something so cordial in his manners, heavens, the streets were filled^’,yith busy DOLLARS beyond all resources ! The re hardly rescue them. As to the Chesapeake
He turned from the window. port further states, that by comparing the ex and Ohio Canal, it must stop where it is*
mischief related.—The latter was an evil so affectionate in his advice that Maurice’s citizens.
penses of the Post Office establishment for There is no fund for carrying it further,—and
mainly as connected with the former.
selfilove was in no way hurt. He took up The careless happiness of the passers-by, four years preceding the commencement of it is far from being productive as it now is.—
“ Maurice was a young man who had a the notes, put them in his pocket without seemed an aggravation of his own misery. the present administration with the four suc It can never be carried to the Ohio River,
thousand times stood on the brink of the counting, thanked his generous friend and He began to reflect on the events of the past ceeding, the expense of the last four years unless Congress make immense appropria
night« The idea that first struck his mind exceeded that of the four preceding years, by tions. Baltimore has the most commercial
•abyss, but had never been engulfed. The departed.
idol of the saloons, where his opinion was
Maurice was joyous as an infant; “ a was, his utter ruin ; the second, his deter THREE MILLIONS THREE HUNDRED spirit—and hence the Rail Road takes almost
THOUSAND all the transportation.
Jaw, Maurice, the pennyiess Maurice, was, good day’s work,” said he to himself, fi and mination to die 1 He reviewed his circum AND THIRTY-EIGHT
even in this money-hunting age, the admi to-night the first ball this season at Madame stances in the hope, aye, the ardent hope, DOLLARS ! ! Within the last four years, it
The President approved, we believe, all
ration of all the women, and the envy of de Maunaire’s. It must be my first and of finding some means of escaping from the is true, some few mail routes have been es the bills passed by the two Houses, at the re
tablished
;
but
their
aggregate
expense
.bears
all the men. But this fortune was too good my last. A year in the country and I shall abyss into which he had fallen. Again and
a very small proportion to the amount of the cent session of Congress, with the exception
to last. Destiny had in store for him some return quite fresh. I shall go and live some again did he turn aud re-turn in his own excess thus ascertained. This excess of ex of the bill making an appropriation of $20,bitter moments, and when misfortunes press where near my dear Elvira. I shall see mind the resources he could command.— penditure, and consequent insolvency of the 000 to remove certain obstructions from the
ed heavily upon him, he yielded to their her more frequently and be as happy as a Alas I no means of escape presented itself. Post Office, is mainly attributed to mal-ad- channel of the river Wabash. This bill the
force.
prince.” In this disposition Maurice ad — He could not deceive himself. His fath ministration and favoritism in making of President holds under advisement, stating in
One day, after an animated conversation vanced forming plans for the future, which er, a man in straitened circumstances, had contracts and extra allowances. The Report a message to the House, that he has strong
doubts whether he can approve the bill con
with a young lady, who had come a hun were never to be realized ; and in the same already incommoded himself to supply his declares the reports, statements and estimates sistently with his opinions of the powers of
of
the
officers
of
the
Post
Office
to
be
so
er

dred miles to see him for two days only, she frame of mind he reached the baroness’s extravagances at Paris. Besides his father
roneous and defective as little to be relied up the Government.
took a pocket-pistol from under his pillow, house.—There, in one evening, he forgot was too distant—as to his friends, they were on ; so little, that unfavorable as are the con
If we had not lost the faculty of being sur
and placing it against his forehead, exclaim all his prudent resolves. He found such none of them rich,—and if he could borrow clusions which the committee arrive at, it is prised at any Executive notion, we confess
ed, “ ’Tis exactly the length ! 1 have a charms in faces languid from a season’s from them, must one day or other, be re more probable that they fall short of, rather that we should feel not a little at the scruples
strange inclination. Remember, sir, if ever pleasures. He loved so much to gaze upon paid.-—“ Death,” said he aloud, “ Death than exceed the reality. In proof of which, expressed in regard to this bill ;for the Presi
dent has not only signed bills appropriating
you betray me, you shall die by this.”
those graceful necks and shoulders, that daz alone remains ;” and the firm tone in which among other circumstances, it is stated that money for the improvement of the Hudson
Maurice was a liberal, and yet, although zling as alabaster, and warmed by exertion, he spoke, was sufficient proof that he seri the number of miles in a year travelled by river, and the Cumberland river, in Tennes- >
a liberal, he was admitted to all the aristo reflected the rays of the lamps like watered ously contemplated carrying it into effect. the mails, as determined in the annual Re see; but the United States have heretofore
cratic assemblies in tfie Faubourg St. Ger marble.—He was all joy—all pleasure—he “But will that pay my debts ?” “No; port of the Post Master General, there is, by appropriated 700,000 acres of public lands,
accurate computation, an error to the amount
main. There was but one house where he was madly happy.
His blood rushed and shall 1 follow the steps of those crowds of no less than SEVEN MILLION TWO worth perhaps two millions of dollars, to con
did not visit. He waltzed twice with a rich through his veins like a torrent. One might who get themselves into difficulties, and sat HUNDRED THOUSAND MILES ! The nect the navigation of this very Wabash riv
widow, was intimate with the family, and have said he was -fey, (fated,) so anxious isfy their creditors by blowing out their Report points out manÿ other discrepances as er with the Lake Michigan, which appropri
the next day received the following note :
did he seem to make the most of his short brains ? Never. I have courage to quit this to the amount of contracts, extra allowances, ation will be rendered in a great measure use
&c. The article in the Intelligencer con less for the want of the small sum of $20,000
il Madame de Maunaire presents her com existence. He crossed the card-room with life, but not dishonored.”
necessary to remove an obstruction from the
In the midst of this dreadful incertitude, cludes as follows :
pliments to Monsieur Maurice St. Georges, out stopping. Some one pushed against
“ The Report condemns the practice which channel of the river. Besides, the Wabash
and will be happy to see him on Monday him : il was the baroness.—“ You have a letter arrived. He broke the seal and
is found to have prevailed of pledging the was made a national highway by the act of
evening, 20th January, 1829.”
scarcely spoken to me to-night,” said she ; read it, without casting his eyes on the di department for loans obtained by contractors, cession from Virginia, and when the canal
This note was in the lady’s hand-writing, “ as a punishment come and make one at rection. It was a note from the baroness, and in turn making use of the names of con connecting it with the Lake shall be com
upon gilt-edged paper, and exhaled with all my table.” Excited as he was by the dance, requesting him, if disengaged, to spend the tractors to obtain money for the use of the pleted, a vast commerce will be carried on
the perfumes of Arabia. At any other unsuspicious as an infant, and full of his evening with her. Maurice had forgotten department. In connection with which the not only by Indiana and Illinois, but by re
time our liberal would perchance have no I late success, he followed the baroness, say- the baroness, or, if he thought of her, it was committee allude to certain money transac moter parts of the country ; indeed already is
the river navigable 500 miles by steamboats*
ticed this remarkable attention, but at the | ing to himself, like a fool, “ that pleasures, merely to curse her, as the person who had tions between incumbents and individuals in Yet in face of all these precedents and all
done him an irreparable wrong. He tore office, in the department, which have come these cogent considerations, the President
present moment his mind was otherwise oc like misfortunes, never come singly.”
out in evidence before the committee, and
cupied. He had just parted with his mis
He had changed one of his notes in the the letter into fragments, stamped upon which they particularize, but submit, with hesitates about the small expenditure which
tress, who was obliged to return into the morning, and had fifteen louis remaining. them with the heel of his boot, and exclaim out comment, to the Senate.
Congress granted to make their own previ
country. He did not observe that Madame He laid down five and lost,—he doubled ed with an ironical smile, “ To take tea
“ The contingent expenditures of the de ous grant available, and to perfect so mag
de Maunaire had been a very fine woman, he his stake and lost again. In the momenta with her at eleven. If not too fatigued af partment, the allowances of money to travel nificent a chain of communication for our
merely thought that she was so no longer. ry impatience excited by his loss, he thrust ter the ball, to go again to that infamous ling agents, the payment of money to printers Western fellow-citizens.—Nat. Int.
As to her character, we may deduce it from his hands into bis pocket. He met with hell” The last part of the sentence he in various shapes, the employment of printers
Singular Spirit of Revenge in a Spider.—*
what, at such an hour is seldom parted with, uttered in a different tone of voice, and, ap as contractors, &c., and other matters which On Saturday last, says the Gloucester Tele
this history.
‘
bring
the
patronage
of
the
government
in
Maurice finished by accommodating him —the packet of notes he had received in the parently, with a different feeling ; for after conflict with the freedom of elections,’ are graph, a compositor in our office heard that
self to the lady, and in a short time became morning, which he had been unlucky enough a few minutes, he dressed himself, left the handled with great force and some severity peculiar noise made by a fly, when attacked
to put in the pocket of his dress-coat. The room, and advanced with heavy steps tow by the Committee ; and the Report ends with by a spider, proceeding from a web on th©
an indispensable guest.
a series of Resolutions declaratory of errors, opposite side of the room. He proceeded to
One stormy evening he was sitting side touch electrified the unfortunate youth,-—the ards the Faubourg St. Germain.
During
two
days
and
two
nights
Maurice
abuses and defects, mostly imputable to the the spot, liberated the fly, and returned to his
by side with Madame de Maunaire. The blood rushed to his head. “ Will you have
administration of the Post Office, but in part case. Some time after, he felt a severe bite
weather was dreadful, one of those wintry your revenge ?” “ With pleasure madam,” was absent from his lodging.
also Jtiherent in the system itself, which, in upon his neck, and upon looking for the
On
the
third
rnofni^g,
jje
i^turned,and
and
he
flung
upon
the
table
a
bank-note.
nights when home seems doubly delightful.
ih| o| nion of the committee, have increased, cause, perceived the identical spider from
what
was
very
unusual
witbfeim,
very
eas-.
The baroness’s drawing room was furnished It shared the fate of his former stakes. He
which he had taken the fly, making its way
ly. His face pale, his eyes heavy, and his §^e icréasing, and ought to be diminished. off with all possible haste, and notwithstand
with every thing that art could supply. rose up and cast his eyes round the room.
» •i^liotL|^e
WH1 he allowed on all
A circle had been gradually formed whole appearance giving evidence of some hqn^s, w,hefM^e Report of the Committee ing the efforts made to catch it, it eventually,
The thick and noiseless carpet, the velvet
There were young inward sorrow, that contradicted the resolved comqs tom? read, that it affeyds in itself the by means of a thread which it had attached
cushions, the well stuffed ottoman, and the round the players.
women
there,
aye,
very
young women, who and calm expression of his countenance. * the Jbest*explanation fit' the term ‘ a sedfrehing to his dress previous to making his attack, es
tremulous and flickering light of the or-molu
He drew from his pocket several notes, operation in the government’ that has yet caped. The place bitten swelled to the ex
lamp, all conspired to produce in the youth having run the round'of pleasure, and found
* tent of half an inch in diameter, but had,
that state of mind and body so favourable to its amusements no longer excite, had come besides gold find silver. He counted it over been made.”
disappeared on Monday. It is almost impos
The
facts
now
developed
relative
to
the
—
laid
aside
five
notes
of
500
francs
each,
—
all the softer emotions of our souls. But to the card-table to raise agreeable emotions
sible to conceive of a spider’s watching a
administration
of
the
Post
Office
Department,
amidst all this splendour, all this comfort, in themselves, by witnessing the sufferings' wrapped them up in a cover wrote a few furnish an instructive commentary upon the person, descending from its high elevation,
Maurice thought not of himself, not ofthe of others. There were old women also in lines, and directed them. He then turned boasted economy of the present Administra crossing the floor, and actually attacking him
baroness, but of Elvira, of his own Elvira, abundance, creatures much better acquaint to the loose money, which he divided into tion, and the opposition that exists between with intent to kill, but nevertheless it is abso
lutely true, and we have no doubt the little
whom he loved so dearly, and regretted sin ed with Hoyle than their Bible, who with several sums, sealed up carefully and direct its promises and acts. They remind us of fellow retreated, exulting in the success of the
ed.
the
remark
of
Hudibras,
that
promises
cerely.—Suddenly the storm, the rain, the one foot already in the grave, still hovered
‘ experiment.’ We will only add that it must
-------are words, and words but wind,
He next proceeded to ransack his draw
fire, and the remembrance of his mistress, about the ecarte-table, identified themselves
have had a most horrid temper.
Too
feeble
implements
to
bind.
”
all became mixed and associated in his ac with the players, and grew alternately pale ers, took out all the papers and burnt them, They should teach us to place little reliance
tive brain. He did not sleep, but could at their losses, and smiling at their gains.— without examination. But when he came upon high sounding professions, but rather
A Proper Precedent.—Joseph A» Richard
not be said to be awake ; he was plunged | There were also plenty of men, titled aris to a small secret drawer, a visible emotion to inquire into the character and views of the son, a lad, was put to the bar upon the com
agitated
his
countenance.
He
pushed
the
men by whom such professions are made. plaint of Joseph R. Hill and Charles Sheffield
into a delicious reverie, in that kind of tocrats, earls, marquises, and lords ; some
halfexistence, where imagination takes the few intent upon the game, but the greater spring with a trembling hand, and drew We well remember the charges of extrava on a charge of endangering the life of the
place of reason, and the soul, freed as it were part more agreeably occupied in admiring forth a small packet of letters, written in a gance and profusion that were brought a- wife of the former, and of injuring the proper
from a part of its earthly dross, seems to themselves, twisting their moustaches, and lady’s hand, upon embossed paper. He gainst the last administration, and are sensi ty of the latter, by firing two bunches of Chi
read them all carefully,—not a turn, not an ble that those charges, however unfounded, nese crackers on last Tuesday at the corner1
throw off the world and its earthly cares, quizzing the ladies.
expression
escaped him,—he kissed the were among the causes that contributed to of Catharine and South streets. It appeared
Maurice
seated
himself
a
second
time
at
and to admit glimpses of its future immor
its downfall, and the elevation of the present
packet,
and
replaced it in the secret di awer. Executive. Yet the expenditures of the that Mrs. Hill was passing by at the time th©
tality. The silver chime of the time-piece the table ; he flung down a note and again
crackers were fired, and that her clothes
Scalding tears began to roll down his cheeks. first four years of Jackson’s administration— caught fire from them. At the same time,
announced midnight.—Maurice started at he lost.
At
last
Maurice
arose,
and
seized
one
of
the
first
term
for
which
he
was
elected
—
ex

During this time, the dance continued,—
two horses, one of them attached to Mr. Shef
the sound ; arose—saluted the baroness, and
departed. When he reflected on the silent the rattling sound of light feet, the joyous his pistols. It was a splendid weapon of ceeded those of the term of the administration field’s cart, took fright. The animal attached
scene of that evening, he seemed to have a burst of laughter, the inspiring notes of the foreign manufacture. The very same his of Adams, by more than EIGHT MILLIONS to the cart ran away, and a little girl who
OF DOLLARS,—and those of the last year had been playing about the vehicle, very nar
faint recollection that love had been spoken music, the hum of conversation, and the mistress had playfully laid upon his forehead exceed
the highest sum expended in any one rowly escaped being killed. The other horse
of, that vows and promises of affection had constant chinking of gold, all assisted to when she prophetically told him his first in year during Adams’ term of office, by EIGHT was materially injured. The prisoner was
fidelity
should
be
punished
by
it.
He
ram

been exchanged.— He thought he had been raise in Maurice that excited and feverish
MILLIONS and MORE THAN SEVEN sentenced to an imprisonment in the Peniten
dreaming of his Elvira. But the voice re state, which, however pleasurable at night, med down the pistol with part of a letter HUNDRED THOUSAND ! These are facts tiary of six months.—N. Y. Times.
called not to him those silvery tones, every most, the following morn, be repented of in which he had laid aside for the purpose. to which undeniably authentic documents
Maurice lost his He placed the pistol, uttered the name of attest. The people have surely.“.paid dear,”
vibration of which had used to thrill through sack-cloth and ashes.
Cure for Thirst.—Of boiling soft water take
his bosom. He laughed at what he called presénce of mind. “ If 1 lose all,” thought Elvira, and in a moment had ceased to live. as Franklin says, “ for the whistle.” But three quarters, and of fresh tamarinds one
they
are
now
beginning
to
view
their
deceiv

The
porter
at
the
hotel
heard
the
explo

he, “ I must blow out my brains.” He
bis foolish dream. It was not a dream !
ers in the light in which such men should quarter—put them together in an earthen
Between this evening and the dark mo compressed his lips, and drew from his sion, and upon bursting open the door, the have ever been viewed ; and Jackson’s descent jar for three or four hours—‘Strain off the li
ment of Maurice’s history, several months pocket the three remaining notes. He ut unfortunate youth was found extended on from the almost unparalleled height of pop quor—bottle it, and in about four weeks it
elapsed,—I, who knew him personally, tered not a word, but with a steady hand the bed, one arm resting on the ground, and ularity he has attained, bids fair to outrival will be fit for use—and a wine glass full of it
would here willingly resign my pen. The and fixed eye placed them as a stake on the the yet smoking pistol at some paces from in its rapidity the steps by which he ascend in hot weather is one of the most agreeable,
healthful nectars, and extinguishers of thirst
unfortunate youth was overwhelmed with table. The baroness won. 11 My dear,” him. The ball had passed through the ed.
ever discovered.—Portland Courier.
debts.—Some delay in his usual allowance said the young countess, 11 it’s a pity he’s brain. He was already lifeless. On the
had first obliged him to anticipate his income. gone. He’s quite interesting.” “ Yes,” table were found the fragments of a letter,
Tory Decency.—Mi'. Ewing, well known
The Tory celebration at Belgrade was a
Debts are in a man’s circumstances, what replied the other, “ he is a good loser ; but apparently from the baroness, enclosing a throughout the country, as the fearless Patri
vices are in the character ; one becomes the did you observe his eyebrows ?” “ No,” check on her banker, recapitulating, in no ot, the able Statesman, and the honest man, is « great cry and little wool.” The Age says
fruitful source of innumerable others. Mau “ Oh ! by all means, come and see them ;” very delicate terms, the pleasures of their ridiculed- by the self styled “ Democrats” for dinner was prepared for 400—at 50 cents
each. The number who dined was 155, all
rice had never been disgracefully profligate. and off they all went for Maurice had be last interview, and anticipating the delights the lowness of his origin, and for his humble counted, and some of these did not pay, nor
occupation in early life. At a “ Glory” meet
Pride, that source of so much that is good come an object of curiosity. The elder of the succeeding.
ing in Cincinnati lately, one of the orators, did so large a number take any part in th©
Whilst the commissary of police was ma (according to the Gazette) made use of the convention. We were rather surprised at
& bad in our character, had always hitherto ladies remained with the baroness to con
preserved him. It was not the fear of want, gratulate her, and count over her winnings. king his deposition, of the state in which he following elegant language. “ Who is TOM this, for judging by the noise they made in
or the dread of destitution that withheld She sat there apparently as unmoved as found the body, a letter arrived by the post EWffiG? a Inhere did he come from
From returning in the evening, we should have
him, but a determination never to lower him when she began, but an accurate observer for the deceased. It was opened, and ad die com pits of the Scioto salt works, from supposed there were at least five thousand
from this town.—Augusta Jour.
chucking wood under the furnace !”
self in the eyes and opinion of the world. would have perceived traces of an emotion ded to the proces verbal of his suicide.
stronger than what first met the eye.
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AND MAINE PALLADIUM,

own way, and that’s'the reason why they so I Important from France.—
J
fissa
-We learn
that [
often spoil all the broth.
[among the passengers by the
he North AmeriPOLITICAL.
By. Col. J. B. Cross. Notice to Farmers !! ca is Theodore Sedgewick, Jun. Esq. Bearer
Important from England.—Messrs. Topliff
CELEBRATION AT BOSTON.
—The National Hay Press is now prepared [ of Despatches from Mn Livingston, our Min[Frorn the Portland Advertiser.]
have placed in our hands Halifax papers to the
In Boston, the grand Whig celebration
far
hptiwp * Vlllj
SCreWS f°r Pressin". meadow grass,1 ister to France, to this Government. The
1st July, containing accounts from England ' exceeded any thing of the kind"ever 'before
removal of the deposites at home !
I swaraP nag8 anfl P°Hy pods with heavy butts, [ French Government, after long delay, has at
of the 29th May, received by his Majesty’s witnessed.
’
™
’
•Attention, Fellow Citizens, once more.—Some
The subscribers
to the Whiff
1
,onS whythes,
shortinweight
and green
lumber,!. iitegailvcaiiured
last given up the original papers of the ships rats, a Kitchen Cabinet perhaps, have been
ship President 33 days from Portsmouth.
dinner, says the Journal, numbering o-nn
250^ carefully
packed
the kitehSlf
’by
llv
oacked
in
thp.
kitph«n
hv
a
<
illegally
C
a
P
tured.
The
French
Government
Resignation of Ministers.—Sir James Gra commenced assembling punctually at one o’- Kendall’s classmate.
removing the deposites of this State. Our
’ X
I
S ' ca|,lu,e<1ham, Mr. Stanley, the Duke of Richmond, clock in South Market street, where their
mi
• has also consented to give us copies of the de- State Treasury is becoming minus. As mo
r *” ~ p- w- n r- i
*y o/r * Little.—The defalcations of thejcisions by which the condemnation of those ney grows scarce, and our farmers find it
and the Earl of Ripon (Mr. Goderich) ten*........
-M.„ ==
nnfl tho i !>'■
We know that vessels was made. Mr. Sedgewick, we learn, difficult to raise the wherewith to pay their
oc,,;r ® I ,
”arry s hogs grow fat, but we dontknow j is the bearer of the original ship’s papers, taxes, the public debt is becoming more burlhe twofiist were accepted—the two last promptness of all persons, that, after. ,passing
wliose
corn they are fed upon.
_ [it may be inferred from these being sent at thensome. With such a lot of financiers as
dedmed by his Majesty.
through Dock square, Washington, State, I "¿7 m“,'"
haii’'Frenc°h'
[through
of’76 : the present time that Mr. Livingston enter- reign at Washington and at Augusta, no peo
This event occurred just before the departure (where the procession countermarched) Wash- -Ttev noblv res sted the The
Tea Whigs
F,
Tea Experiment [ tains full confidence, that at the next session ple were ever before btirthened. To this and
I as trium- [ of the Chamber of Deputies funds will be ap- the succeeding numbers of Investigator we
periment of our propriated to carry into effect the treaty con- solicit attention from all our country readers.
as to the motives which led to it.
---------stieet, arid
street,
and the time necessary to seat such a Experience
___ -__ is
• above
• ° Experiment.
.
*
1 1 eluded with Mr. Rives.—N. F. Eve. Post.
UNPARALLELED PRODIGALITY.
Later from Europe.—By the packet ship multitude at the tables, it was only twentyr
We sometime since promised to investi
By
James
B.
Cahoon.
The
Whigs
of
1834
Reception
of
Mr.
Frelinghuysen.
—
On
North America, Loudon and Liverpool pa minutes past two, when the whole company
gate the pecuniary condition of this State.
—
True
friends
of
the
Constitution
and
Liber

Thursday
last,
about
five
hundred
citizens
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was a complete triumphal procession. Where reason to believe. This subject has been
The cause of the disagreement in the Cab- ces in the tented roof, and letting the blue
inei, which led to these changes, was a differ-1 sky peep in—the perfect decorum and pro- pittance,)for the benefit of a mercenary few. were the “ indignant constituents,” whom it criminally neglected. It was stated and be
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that the whole matter is subject to the control piness, producing impressions surpassingly earned daily, at fifty cents each, two million held up in the Protest, to public indignation,! sufficient.
of the State, to distribute that property differ grateful to every heart that throbbed within dollars, and the people were not only con as misrepresenting the will of their constitu-1 We shall, at this time, present only a gen
tented bif.; prosperous and happy ; but in con ents.—If ‘ the hair of their heads’ has not
ently, or to divert it from its present tenants, the enclosure.
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By J. T. Walton. Hon. Peleg Sprague—
Mehemet AH, the Viceroy of Egypt, had been
AT PHILADELPHIA.
Our Senator in Congress who has so nobly painful duty to record a most distressing cir legislatures been appropriated for the endow
assassinated at Cairo, but no particulars are
The following Toasts were sent by some contended for the supremacy oi the laws, and cumstance which occurred in the neighbor ment of colleges, was by a Resolve of 4th
given, and it does not seem entitled to much of the gentlemen to whom invitations were
the Constitution “ As it is.” He would not hood of Kidderminister yesterday evening, March, 1833, appropriated to primary schools.
credit. Such an occurrence might be of con tendered—
be Gen. Jackson’s Senator. May he long between 6 and 7 o’clock, during the awful This sum also has been absorbed in the cur
siderable importance in the present relations
thunder storm. A party of six persons had rent expenditures, and none of it paid over or
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last arrived, having been brought by the ing inroads of usurping power upon the con
there was an uncommonly vivid flash of light- 1 ments from this department, it will be neces
his master’s crib.”
Countess of Pembroke, steamer, to Plymouth stitutional barriers of civil liberty.
nirig—the electric fluid struck the tree, and | sary for the Legislature to provide means for
where she arrived on Wednesday.
lamentable to relate, two of the persons un-1 replacing the same.” We shall not stop here
From Mr. J. Q. Adams. The self-redeem
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The bill removing the civil disabilities of ing virtue of the People.
The anniversary of American Independence der it were killed on the spot, and two others to animadvert on this transaction, but simply
the Jews was read a second time in the
From Mr. Geo. Evans, of Maine. The was celebrated at China, in this county, in a ve- much injured.—We have from time to time to recall our recollection to the parade which
House of Commons, May 28th, by a vote of Declaration of Independence, and the Con Ty agreeable manner. The day was fine, and mentioned, that to stand under a tree during was made of this appropriation.. Colleges
123 to 32.
stitution of the United States. Monuments the assemblage was very large, principally farm a thunder storm, is the most dangerous step and academies were denounced, and primary
The dates from Paris are to May 28th. of Patriotism and wisdom, no where more ers, most of them probably drawn together by a that can be taken. By keeping in an open schools were the republican institutions which
The capital remained tranquil. The ap devotedly cherished, nor more zealously de desire to hear Mr. Holmes. The number pres place exposed to the rain, safety is almost cer deserved the paternal care of the State.
proaching elections are still the theme of the fended, than in the city of their birth. May ent was variously computed at from two to four tainly insured, as wet clothes are really a pro
Thus in 1828, and before our militia claims
journalists.
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The New-York Gazette publishes a letter
By J. C. Biddle—The Hon. Peleg Sprague: twice
priated for a school fund. This sum, as we
as .large. At twelve o’clock a procession
dated Madeira, May 31, received via Phila An honest man, and fearless of a just respon was formed at' Marshall’s tavern which was es
About five o’clock yesterday afternoon, a I have seen, was in 1831
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delphia, which states that “ on the 28th inst. sibility.—Gifted in intellect, as he is distin corted by a fine rifle company commanded by severe thunder storm came up, and it rained 1 The Bank tax of 1833 was
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one of Donna Maria’s ships, a heavy frigate, guished for integrity.
Capt. Mower, with a good band of music, to a de with extreme violence for an hour or two.
made her appearance in the offing, and sent
By C. G. Childs—The Senate of the U. S.: lightful grove, half a mile distant, where prepa- The lightning struck one of the*stages, on the
tu
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on shore a flag of truce,'which was not re One of the pillars of the Temple of Liberty, ation had been made for the address. Pray- i road between here and Boston, but providen^- This same $151,589 31 is the excess over
ceived by our Governor, who seems deter in which the people have deposited the ark ers wore offered by the Rev. Mr. Scammon of j tially without any fatal effects. Mr. Page and above our ordinary receipts, and has all
mined to hold no communication whitever of their political covenant. He who would Pittston* and the Declaration of Independence ( had just landed all his passengers at the usual been diverted from its destination in three
_ years, and the State debt has increased in a
with her. She still remains at some distance injure this, would prostrate the Temple and was read by Sam 1. >Benson Esq. Mr. Holmes J stopping p|ace Lynn Hotel, * hh the
then delivered his address, which was listened to
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and this morning communicated the follow rejoice over its ruins.
throughout with the utmost attention, interrupt, * lle a<^y of Mr. Jonathan Batchelder 966 785 near flOni 43,000 t0 91,966 75-$48r
ing by signals : “ Santarim fell on the 18th—
ed only by an occasional burst ofapplause which anA a youn8 *aay accompanying her, whom
Army broke up—Miguel escaped at 3 o’clock
But this is not all. During the session of
AT WORCESTER.
could not be suppressed when he hurled one of he carried in the stage to Mr. Batchelder’s
in the morning—our soldiers entered at 5
The Post Office Department—While the his keenest shafts of ridicule with Herculean house, a few rods from the Hotel. Stopping last winter $25,000-or 20,000, we forget
•
o’clock,” So that we anticipate very short Senate are engaged in1 ferreting the Rats out and unerring force upon the usurpers and abusers there, Mr. Page opened the stage door and which, was borrowed to pay the members of
ly some decisive blow will be struck for the of the granery at Washington, may the peo of power. His remarks upon the death of Lafay took an umbrella from Mr. Batchelder, (stand the legislature, and it appears by “ The Age”
^possession of the island. Late accounts from ple look after the,Mice in the meal chests at ette were eloquent and affecting, and the gen ing in his own doorway) to shelter the ladies of 2d July, now on our table, that Mr. Harris
eral tenor of his oration was of a serious and im as they stepped out. At this moment a thun
Lisbon state that a squadron of 16 ships was home.
aSreeab|y
a resolution of24th Feb.
to be in readiness to leave the Tagus about
Daniel Webster's plan fox' correcting Execu pressive character. It was for the most part a der bolt broke upon them, and knocked down 18o4, and by the direction of the Governor
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the 5th of June, and in all probability they tive Usurpations—the Ballot boxes—Attend
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< a «pwigarison of our Constitution Mr. Page, Mr. Batchelder, and three of the loan
will form the force destined to reduce this to these, and the Whigs will achiqyq a^gl|ri|, ministration
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ous victory in 1836.
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f 1 Legislative powers conferred by each, and the able to drive home, although a good deal par
Here is a brief exposition of our extrava
powers claimed by British Kings and our Amer alysed on one side ; but Mr. Batchelder, al gance.
The whole militia claim
Extract of a letter dated Smyrna, April 23.
This highly important subject though we trust not fatally injured, was in
AT PORTSMOUTH/ ican President.
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will surrender without resistance.”
We understand that Rev. Mr. Sewall’s year 1832
ive aversion to the first letter in the word
48,966 75
tains of the structure of our government, and the Meeting House in Danvers, was struck also,
Loan to pay members, say
halter.
25,000 00
history of all modern contests for liberty, is but not seriously injured.
Loan advertised in “ the Age”
The political Hills of New Hampshire.— greatly needed at this moment. It should be cir
From Spain and Portugal.—Gibraltar pa
Mr. Batchelder was recovering at the last under resolve of 24th Feb. last
30,000 00
pers to May 24, received by brig Mallary, at May the “ experiment” which is now convul culated as widely as possible. It throws a flood
New York, inform that there was an illumi sing the Country reduce them to their origin of light upon the radical principles of Whig and accounts.
We understand
that Mr. -----------------Prince’s house
$255,555 06
nation at Lisbon, May 19, in celebration of a al quagmire.
Tory which, have divided the Anglo-Saxon race
,
1 he consequence is that our whole debt
victory at or near Santafem, in which six
The Whigs of 1834, called by the opposi for many generations. The Oration is a fruitful | neai Chapman s corner, on the Manchester
was struck,
1.......
j| and greatly in will, at the end of the year 1834, be not less
field pieces and 300 prisoners were captured tion “federalists.” If to support the country, subject of comment, but we have no room for road, in Beverly,
than
jured, but without any injury to persons.
• from the Miguelites. It was reported that a the constitution and the union be federal, more to day.
The procession returned from the grove with
Salem Gazette.
two-decker of Donna Maria’s had been des may we long wear the name.
I !
the escort under the general direction of Gusta
We shall before we enter into an examina
patched to blockade Madeira.
vus A. Benson, Esq. as marshal of the day.
tion of the conduct in regard to the public
An attack was made on the 5th, upon Faro,
PROVINCETOWN, JUNE 30.
AT PORTLAND.
About three hundred citizens sat down to a
.by rhe Miguelite army of 6000 men under
Several vessels have arrived from the lands—ct matter, we assure the public, of no
Our Country—May the administration of very bountiful dinner provided by Dr. Hanscom
Count Bourmont, who was obliged to with her Government, never be that of a Man—nor and Mr. Burrill, on two rows of tables under an Grand Bank with full fares, and report that small importance—examine the above state
draw with 100 killed and near 400 wouhded. of a Junto—nor of a Party—but may she ev arbor.—Kennebec Journal.
fish are plenty. The mackerel fishermen ment a little more in detail.
The . Cholera had broken out at three pla- er be, as she ever has been till now—governed
have thus far met with good success.
INVESTIGATOR.
• ces within 2, 3 and 5. leagues from Malaga. by no will but that of the Whole People.
The Whig celebration at Bangor was a splen
Yesterday, about noon, Mr. Samuel Hard
The State of Maine, as she is !—Her resour did triumph for good principles. They had
The Caravan which was exhibited on wick, who keeps the Roxbury Hourly Stage
ces neglected—her treasury exhausted—her more than double the number that were at the Wednesday in this place, amidst a scene of Office, Norfolk Avenue, went into a Provis
Dealhs by Lightning.—Yesterday after people burthened with an enormous debt—her Tory celebration. A large number heretofore drunkenness and riot, such as has net disgra
noon. about 5 o’clock, during the thunder interests most ignobly misrepresented by seven Jacksonmen went over and dined with the Whigs ced our village for many a day, was at Ban ion store in Bromfield street, where he wag
storm, the Roman Catholic Chapel in Austin Representatives and a Senator in Congress. where they were received with loud cheers and gor on Friday the 4th. In the course of the in the habit of buying provisions, and took up
street, Charlestown, was struck by lightning. Is she not ready to rise in her majesty, throw a hearty welcome. Bangor is awake '. The day a riot ensued, wherein the cloth forming a knife saying he wanted to cut a piece of
A. school kept in the Chapel had been dis off the shackles of unprincipled demagogues, oration by W. P. Fessenden is what might be the enclosure was torn to pieces and thrown meat. His manner appearing strange, he
from his known talents and eloquence.
was observed to go to the cellar-way and to
missed a short time before, but many of the and by the election of virtuous, intelligent expected
When he paid a beautiful and deserved compli down, the wagons removed from their places
pupils . remained in and about the building. and honest officers, shine forth the Polar Star ment to Mr. Sprague for his noble stand against and attempted to be overthrown ; while a draw the knife across his throat. Attempts
were then made to seize him, but he parried
The fluid first entered at a window in the of the Union 2
*
Executive usurpation in the Senate of the U. S. regular set-to was going on between the keep them until he had made a second incision.
- girl’s school room, in the second story, and
Peleg Sprague—A legitimate scion of the the cheers were deafening and long continued. ers, the police and the inebriated crazy mob, He was then conveyed to the Hospital, where
killed two boys ; then passed into the boy’s tree of liberty. By his integrity of purpose— So we are informed by a gentleman who was some fifteen or twenty of whom were ulti
we learn there are some hopes of his recov
school room below, out at a window to a post his undeviating couite«n staying the oppres- there.—Kennebec Journal.
mately lodged in jail. The doorkeeper, as ery, as the windpipe is but partially severed.
against which two boys were leaning, killing
O h A nn rl m,-. n » i.^1 Lv
__ 4. I . /A
the report goes, was severely wounded by a Mr. H. has been deranged for about a week,
one of them. A g,rl was also stunned, and stituiion as established by our/oflSre-he has
Several gentlemen left Philadelphia and knife thrust several times into him, and many
e circu a .........
ion o a. et
bloodbe|ng
appeared
to cease showne,s that
he is no man's man" but the New York, simultaneously, at 4 A. M. and bloody noses, black eyes and broken heads and his friends had made preparations to con
<■„.
.
bul
p|aced
m
for some minutés ; i
f
each party spent three hours in each ci were received.—It was a jubilee for the pat vey him yesterday to the Asylum for the Insane*
Boston Patriot.
the rain fell upon her, she soon recovered.
climate of Amos_ Ken- ty on the 4th of July, and returned to their riotic Jackson Irishmen ; most of whom had
Several other children were hurt, but not
respective homes before dark ! This unpre not seen such ‘ a swate jewel of a fight’ since
. Shepherdstown, Fa. July 7.—Young Humbadly. The boys killed weie fiom 13 to 15 the Postmaster General.
. > ... .—. May
—vJ they
..._yJ soon rest cedented exploit was performed over the they left their ‘ awn dare counthrey.’
vears
• i .
rickhouse was killed yesterday by the upset
years of
of hitr
age :; tnpir
their nnmps
names watp
were Mathews, «a i rfrom their
Belfast Advocate.
labors as legislators, and return to Camden and Amboy Rail Road, to and from
ting of the stage in which Henry Clay was
son of Mr. John Ray and a son of widow the retirement of the “ Kitchen.”
Amboy.
Mellen.
travelling from Harper’s Ferry to Winchester.
The Senate of the United States—It has
We understand that a young gentleman, Mr. Clay was not hurt, though the horses
The Hotel at Charlestown Neck, kept by stood in the breach between executive en
Good and Belter.—At a small party of
Mr. Harvey was also struck by lightning, but croachment and usurpation, and the interests Whigs, (4th July,) a gentleman stated that he by profession a lawyer, and most respectably were at half speed, descending a hill, al the
no person was injured. Part of the roof was of the whole people.^ May the majority of its had seen a toast, to be given at a public fes connected, has within the last year, while act instant the stage capsized.
torn away, and an ice chest in the cellar torn present members share in the glory of the tival, which he liked,—“ Let us hear it,” said ing as Cashier of the new Bank at Gardiner,
to pieces. The building had a lightning-rod, founders of the government of which it is a the rest.—•“ Here it is,” “ The Whigs,—po in this State, committed forgeries to a large
On Tuesday, 8th inst. 7 persons died in New
amount, and within a few days absconded.—xb. York, in consequence of drinking cold water.
upon which the fluid is said to have passed branch, as among the champions of liberty.
litically called by their opponents, the wigs.
in the middle of its course_ -Boston Pat.
On Wednesday eleven persons died from the
Major Downing being called upon for a They will be put over the heads of the ToIn many parts of the State of Tennessee, same cause, and two from strokes of the sun.
sentiment, mounted the table, and gave the ties.” Aye, aye, said an elderly gentleman,
people have been obliged to go 40 and 60 -----------------that
-- _
vlttI other persons
IJ8WOIW
It is stated
several
were
The N. Y. Constellation in commenting following:
“ blocks are good things to fix wigs upon.”
miles, to get a deed recorded, or to cast their suffering under the influence of strokes of
upon the present fashion for ladies dresses,
The Gineral! He commonly wants to have
votes on an election day. A Convention of the sun. Eight horses, some of them belongsays : “ They are like the Dutchman’s rope, things cooked about right, but some hetw or
Five couple were divorced by the Supreme the State to revise the Constitution is now in ing to the omnibuses, fell down and expired
a leetle too short at both ends.”
other, the folks in the kitchen fill ha$s their Court which set al Belfast last week.
session,
willll u
be~ remedied.
COeS,nr, and
„„a these evils ""
“““LtL
when in harness, in consequence of the heat.
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defender of Liberty and Law, this incorrupti but
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ticiilars of which arp iriven in the Journal of Charles Rice and Brackett load. All of therii
ble opposer of Executive Power. The win character.
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Mr. S. richly merits ail ; c
0“Xrce as follows 'I
J°u“lalot Lad been labour) ng irt the field—one of them di-.
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dows of the houses in the streets through j
the
honors
that
have
been
bestowed
upon
him.
m,
v
v
t
c?
’
j
tut
•
c> • *
ed on a load of hay, one on 6 hay mow, and one
which the Procession passed, were filled with I Wo
. The New York Sacred Music Society, as was struck down with his scythe in his hand.
Convention of the S9copie,. our
fair country women, whose smiles of appro He has proved himself a faithful advocate of we understand, have the right to use the build was struck down with his scytho in his hand.
In consequence of a desire which has been bation must have made our Senator respond
very extensively expressed by persons of dif to the sentiment—“ Home, sweet home.—There the rights and interests of the people—a sin ing on Monday evenings.—When the Society
SHIP NEWS*
ferent political parties in all parts of the State, is no place like homey For if there can be any cere and ardent lover of the Institutions of assembled last evening they found the place
KENNEBUNK, JULY 19,1834.
a Convention of the People will be hold- thing gratifying to the man who has surren our country—an able defender of her Consti occupied by a large assembly, chiefly blacks^
en at Augusta on the 31st day of July next, dered all for his countrymen, all of promotion tution and Laws—and a fearless and elo engaged in religious services, and learned
MEMORANDA.
from the Secretary that by request of one of
at ten of the clock A. M. for the purpose of or of political honor in his defiance of gov
Sailed from Havana, 30th ult. Bohemia, Per
nominating a candidate to be supported for ernmental encroachment upon the constitu quent opponent of Executive encroachrtiehts the elders of the church he had consented kins, of this port, for Hamburg,
the office of Governor, at the approaching tion and the laws, it was such warm and heart and usurpations. For integrity, industry and that the Musical Society -would relinquish
Cid. at New-Orleans, 2Oth ult. brig Hefschell,
the house arid meet^n the lecture room, as
September election.
felt approbation, such universal enthusiasm ability Mr. Sprague ranks among the first in they had repeatedly dbnê before.—This was Durant, Marseilles.
It is believed that there is a general and from both sexes, all employments, almost all
At Gibraltar, May 23, barque Caroline,- of*
growing opinion that the interests of the State parties,—the office holders of course excepted. the Senate. Throughout his public life, his done however Wjtb the expectation that the Kennebunk, from New-Orleans, disg.
require that the Governor should not be eith Indeed, Portland is now almost all on one course has been consistent, honorable to him-1 house would be occupied as it had been done
SPOKEN.
er the head or the servant of a party; still side, as it was in the Whig and Tory times of self and useful to his country. In private ! before by the congregation usually worship28th ult. lat. 42, long. 50 brig Limd, New
less that he should be either the leader or in the revolution, when Capt. Mowatt and his life his character is unexceptionable. Such I ping there, and the Society thought them Orleans for London.
selves imposed upon when they found to what
strument of a small faction always ready to sac British officers were beseiging its, and ruin
rifice the good of the community to their own ing our trade, as the office holders are now men are invaluable. They cannot be too purpose the house was appropriated. The
PROB ATE NÔTÎCÈÂ
highly estimated. They may be assaulted doors were guarded by police officers and
selfish objects of personal aggrandizement ; doing.
closed.
An
officer
of
the
Society
demanded
but that the Chief Magistrate of a free people
At a Court of Probate held at York, withiri
When Mr. Sprague arrived at the City and abused by the venal worshippers of Pow
in the administration of the government, Hall the cheering was immense. The air re er—the majority may for a while be led to that they should be opened for the admission
and for the County of York, on the first
of the members. This created some noise,
should impartially regard the interests of the sounded with applause from crowds of citi
Monday of May, in the year of Our Lora
mistrust
them,
by
the.
clamor
and
falsehood
and a black man came up with a watchman’s
State.
eighteen hundred and thirty-four, by the
zens covering the whole area in front of the of interested and corrupt partisans—but the club and required order, declaring that he
It is therefore thought desirable that the City'Hall—from the windows of houses in
Honourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of
People should meet and select their own can the vicinity, and from the house tops, which mass o£ :he People will not long be deceived had two hundred men who would support
Said Court:
him.
He
was
seized
however
and
put
out
didate, that when elected he may feel himself were covered by many anxious to witness —they will discern and acknowledge their
OROTHY BRAGDON, administratrix
of
the
house
and
told
not
to
return.
responsible to the People directly and to them and to participate in the reception. Af r the merits, appreciate their services and honor
of the estate of Thomas Bragdon, Jr.,
At
about
half
past
9
o
’
clock,
Dr.
Rockwell,
only ; and not to a few active partisans, who address wzas given from the Cominitte, of
late of York, in said county, yeoman, deceas
them
with
their
confidence
and
support.
Vice
President
of
the
Society,
went
up
to
the
may have been principally instrumental in Arrangements, Mr. Sprague addressed his
ed, having presented her second account of
pulpit, from which a negro man was speaking administration of the estate of said deceased
elevating him to the office.
fellow citizens and constituents for about
Official Influence.—A Jackson coriven and stated to the speaker the claim of the for allowance:
It is to be hoped all the Towns in the State three fourths of an hour in an animated and
will be represented, that a fair and full ex highly interesting manner, to which the peo tion, for the third Congressional District in Society to the house, and requested that he
ORDERED—That the said administratrix
pression of the voice of the People may be ple often responded. Mr. S. justly remarked Massachusetts, was held at Haverhill on the would dismiss the assembly. After some give notice to all persons interested, by
parley he request was complied with.. Sev causing a copy of this order to be published
obtained.
By order of the
that all this was unexpected, for we have
“ Whig Central Committee.” a been informed that until the cavalcade met 4th inst. for the purpose of nominating a can eral of the blacks however continued in the three weeks successively fa the Kennebunk
didate for member of Congress. Among the pulpit, and the audience remained in their Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said coun
June 23, 1834.
his eye upon the road, he had no suspicion
places. The gentlemen of the Society, 30 or
that he was to meet such a reception. Mr. S. persons who attended were eight Custom 40 in Lumber, then took possession of the or ty, that they may appear at a Probate
OF
alluded also to his-own course in Congress, House officers from Newburyport, holding chestra, and demanded the use of the house. Court to be held at Kennebunk, in said coun
The \^higs in the several towns in the remarking that he had actex upen the prin eleven distinct offices and receiving annual Some warmth of course existed, and one of ty, on the first Monday in August next, at ten
of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause,
County of York, are requested to meet and ciples known to all his fellow citizens when
the blacks in the pulpit struck Dr. Rockwell,
select delegates to attend the State Conven he was elected, in which he was un ;hanged, ly EIGHT THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED AND NINE which brought on a scuffle, and immediately if any they have, why the said account
tion, to be held at Augusta, on the 31st July and from which no hope of reward could TY-EIGHT dollars. A delegation from the the whole house was a scene of confusion should not be allowed.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
inst.
Whig County Committee for York.
swerve him. As a member of Congress, he Ipswich Custom Hou§§ and the Post master and violence. Some of the lads in the gal
A true copy, Attest,
July 8, 1834.
added, the same avenue to honors and pecu at Lowell, who
bout $13'90 annual lery threw Qver the loose benches there upon
WM. Cutter Allen, Register
niary, emolument which the President had ly, likewise atteuà ¿X- !1 pure
the heads of those below. The benches and
July 19.
KENNEBUNK.
opened to so many others, was open to him,
chairs below were broken into clubs, most of
The Whigs of Kennebunk are invited to —and if he had been disposed to sacrifice his republicans” no dôuk - ' r lovers of t. peo the lamps broken, and blows were laid about, At a Court of Probate held at Limerick, with
meet at the School-house, in the village, for duty to his interest, he could not doubt but ple----- so long a: thé peocle serve and obey and missiles hurled profusely. The women
in and for the county of York, on the first
the purpose of choosing delegates to the Au that as so many other members of Congress them.
shrieked, and, upon the whole, the outs for
Monday of July, in the year of our Lord
gusta Convention, this afternoon, at seven had been rewarded, he could have been also,
once did not wish to exchange places with
eighteen hundred and thirty four, by the Hon.
o’clock, to which time the meeting on Thurs if he had submitted to the conditions of the
Freshet.—A le-?er rated C¡rclevj;fa, Ohio, the ins. The choir occupied the orchestra in
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said
day evening last (notified last week) was reward.
4th inst. states that th^Scioto River, wub en I a body, and the blacks the seats in the front,
Court:
adjourned.
Mr. Sprague then commented upon the
! so that the battle was in something like reguOHN C. HUSSEY, named Executor fa
A general attendance is requested.
prostration of trfafa and commerce which bad by recent caid heavy Lr- , had risen ». a very lar lines. The orchestra extends across the
a certain instrument purporting to be
Kennebunk, Saturday, July 19,1834.
government had caused, and which was the great height. Sheep, hogs an^cat e were house, and covers about one third ofit. The
the last will and testament of Christopher
cause of’so much excitement, why such as swept off and destroyed—¿br;'ges carried seats of the congregation are in what was Hussey, late of Biddeford in said county,
KENNEBUNK-PORT.
semblies met, why the whole country was away, and thousands" ofacresp in th>. highest the theatre pit, four or five feet below the yeoman, deceased, having presented the same
The Whigs of Kennebunk-port are request alert and thus aroused. Hitherto, he said, our
ed to meet at J. Stone’s Tavern, on Tuesday government was like the air around us, known state of cultivation, completely covered with orchestra.—The passage way from the for probate :
street to the house exhibited a shade of the
ORDERED—That the said Executor give
afternoon next, at 7 o’clock, to choose dele only for its blessings—but now it was felt as water. The damage to the crops :4 wheat
■’
same scenery, and a great crowd were soon
gates to attend the People’s Convention at the strong arm of despotism Is felt, interfering and corn, the former of which was f for assembled around the gate, when it w7as said notice to all persons interested, by causing a
copy of this order to be published three
Augusta, on the 31st inst.
with men’s business, turning the laborer out harvesting, is immense.
The Ohio mal that the blacks inside were killing the whites, weeks successively in the Kennebunk Gazette,
Kennebunk-port, July 15, 1834.
of employ, shutting up manufactories, confin
though nobody appeared to think the case printed at Kennebunk, that they may appear
ing the daring sailors to port,—spreading ru is also damaged to a great extent.
quite so bad as that. The watch soon col at a Probate Court to be held at Kennebunk,
in and disaster from the centre to the circum
ALFRED.
L
incoln County and District.—Edward lected in force, and about 10 o’clock the house in said county, on the first Monday of August
The Whigs of Alfred are notified to meet ference of the Union. Next Mr. Sprague al
was cleared.—Several persons were bruised next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
at General Leighton’s, on Thursday, the luded to the high prerogative doctrines of the Kavanagh was nominated for re-election as and had their clothes torn, but there were no shew cause, if any they have, why the said in
24th day of July inst. at 6 o’clock, P. M. to Protest—the reversion of all the principles laid Member of Congress from Lincoln District, dangerous wounds.
strument should not be proved, approved and
choose delegates to the Convention of the down as the maxim of a free government— and Messrs Nathaniel Groton, John M. Frye,
The New York Commercial Advertiser allowed as the last will and testament of th©
the monarchical doctrines, that power flows
People at Augusta.
said deceased.
from the Executive (the King) and not from John Manning and Seth Labaree for re-elec adds the following particulars :
Alfred, July 16,1834.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Gangs of black fellows were congregated
the People,—that all officers were his officers, tion as State Senators, by a Jackson Conven
A true copy,—Attest,
at the corners of the street through the night,
and
not
the
officers
of
the
People,
the
servants
tion
held
at
Wiscasset
on
the
4th
fast.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Mr. SPRAGUE.
some of whom threatened to burn the city,
of the People, amenable to the People and
July 12.
The Whigs of Lincoln County and Dis and declaring that at the next time they
Mr. Sprague, one of the Senators from not to him, as the giver and dispenser of hon
this State in the Congress-oflhe U. States, ors,—that the custody of the Treasury was trict will meet at Wiscasset, on the 7th of would be in sufficient force to, overcome the jit a Court of Probate held at Limerick^
whites.—Even till after daylight this morning
arrived in this town on Tuesday ¡afternoon Am and not in the Representatives of the Peo August, to select candidates for Member of they.$vere parading the streets, breathing vio
within andfor the County of York, on the first
ple,
—
that
the
Executive
has
a
right
to
lec

Monday of July, in the year of our Lord
Congress,
State
Senators,
&c.
last, on his way from the seat of Government
lence
and
revenge.
ture his Commons upon what is constitution
eighteen hundred and thirty-four, by the
If this state of thingsis to be sq-ftered to
to Hallowell, his place of residence. Several al or not, but that the Senate or the House
Honourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge
The Whigs of Cumberland County and continue, neither white men nor wofaen can
gentlemen belonging to this town and Ken- has no right to pronounce an act of his unof said Court:
much
longer
leave
their
doors
in
safety.
The
District
will
meet
in
Convention
fa
Gray,
on
ilMON MILL, named executor in a
npbnnk-pori called upon Mr. S. at the Stage- -eorrstitutional, as the Senate did in she Resolu
the 7th day of next month, for the purpose blacks, however, are far less guilty than the -i-J* certain instrument purporting to be the
House, to congratulate him on his return, and tions that brought out the Protest. As ever,
reckless fanatics who urge them on. We re
Mr. Sprague was forcible, clear and eloquent; of nominating candidates for Representative to pel any resort to personal violence, but the last will and testament of Samuel Hill, late
to evince their respect for the character and and when he concluded, the plaudits were
Congress, State Senators and County Treas finger of scorn, and the scowl of reprobation, of Wells, in said county, yeoman, deceased,
gratitude for the many public services of this loud and repeated.
should meet these fomenters of mischief having presented the same for probate:
This over, Mr. Sprague went into the City urer.
ORDERED—That the said Executor'
distinguished and upright statesman., A very
wherever they go.
and was introduced to a large number
(f/^We invite attention to the article, in
Since the above was in type, we learn that give notice to all persons interested, by caus
large number of the citizens of this and the Hall
of our citizens, who in person, expressed
ing a copy of this order to be published three
neighboring towns would have met to wel their approbation of his course in the U. S. another column, over the signature of “ Inves handbills have been circulated this morning, weeks successi vely in the Kennebunk Ga
breathing
the
true
French
Revolutionary
come Mr. S. had it not been for the contra Senate. Mr. Sprague with his lady, took tigator.” It makes disclosures interesting to character—“Resistance to Tyrants—Obedi zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Ken
dictory rumors which were in circulation on lodgings at Mrs. Jones’s and left this morning every tax paying citizen of Maine.
ence to God.”
nebunk, in said county, on the first Monday
Monday afternoon arid Tuesday morning, as for Hallowell, the place of their residence,
Important from Spain.—Information from
where we have no doubt that old Kennebec
Riot at Newark.—The evil example of New of August next, at ten of the clock in the
to the lime of his arrival in this village.
will greet with thunders of applause the man Cadiz to the 2d June has been received at
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have,
A committee of the citizens of Saco met whom they had sagacity first to select and to New York via Havana. If the accounts York has extended to Newark. We are in why the said instrument should not be prov
formed that Mr. Weeks, of the 4th Presbyte
Mr. S. at this place, with a carriage, fa which honor with their approbation, and who can prove correct, there is an end to the civil war rian Church in that town, introduced a color ed, approved and allowed as the last will and
he and his family left about two o’clock. A look back to them as the source of all the dis in the Peninsula.—They inform us of the ed preacher into his pulpit last night, in con testament of the said deceased.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
tinction he has acquired. The friends of the capitulation of Don Carlos and Don Miguel,
large number of the citizens of Saco and people are welcomed home, welcomed by all in Portugal, and a Royal Decree, convening sequence of which a mob rushed into the
A true copy-—Attest,
church,
and
after
driving
out
the
congrega

Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Biddeford assembled at the Stage-House in interests and occupations. How it is with the Spanish Cortes. The particulars of the tion, committed some depredations upon the
July 12.
fall of Santarem are given in detail ; the ar building. It was found necessary, for the
the former place to greet him on his arrival. the enemies of the people, all can see.”
He was welcomed there, we learn, by loud
In Boston, Mr. Sprague received many mies were closely pursued to the city of safety of the colored man, to cc ¡ * ey him to
Q^JParticniar JVotice,
where Don Miguel and Don Carlos prison.—A'*. Y. paper.
and hearty cheers and a congratulatory ad marks of respect.—His reception in Ports Evora,
LL persons having unsettled accounts
were surrendered by their own troops to the
with the subscriber, of more than four’
dress, to which he replied at some length—■ mouth is thus described by a correspondent forces of the Spanish Army. Don Miguel,
The National Intelligencer states that the
months standing, are requested to call and
his remarks occupied nearly half an hour. of the Portland Advertiser :—
though he had not left the Kingdom at the President had gone on a visit to the Hermi
settle them.—And all persons indebted to the
The Portland Advertiser of Wednesday eve “The reception of the Hon. Peleg Sprague, last dates, had.stipulated to do so.
tage, to remain till next October.
subscriber over four months are requested to
ning gives the following account of his recep the distinguished Senator from Maine, by the
make payment without delay.
Jackson
Conventions,
for
Waldo
County
Whigs of Portsmouth, was cheering and exJOHN FROST.
HYMENEAL.
tion in that city :—
hilerating. A short notice was given Mon and Waldo Congressional District, will be held
July 18,1834.
“The Committee of Arrangements on be day of his expected arrival in the afternoon : at Belfast on the 9th of August.
MARRIED—In Saco, Capt. Lewis Wake
half of the citizens of Portland, met him at and long before the hour the road was
Fire.—A five story brick store-honse and field, to Miss Sarah L. Moulton.
Saco and received him from the Whigs of lined with citizens in carriages and on
In Limerick, Mr. Gilman Fogg, to Miss Abi
VALUABLE Horse and new Chaise»—*
that town. An elegant barouche drawn by horseback. The Honorable Senator was two other buildings occupied as stores and gail
Hayes.
Any person desirous of purchasing will
warehouses
were
destroyed
by
fire,
in
New
four grey horses and drove by that experi soon reported as being near at hand and the
do well to call and examine them, as they,
enced driver, Mr. Carle, wa° prepared, in cavalcade was then formed by Mr. LeFavor, York, with most of their contents, on the
will be sold at a good bargain. Please en
OBITUARY.
which he was brought to tins city. About Marshal on the occasion. He was received morning of the 8th inst. Total loss estimated
quire of
MILLER & HALL.
three miles out of Portland, he was met by by the Committee of Whigs, and escorted in to be over $200,000—Insurance $165,500.
July 18,1834.
DIED—In this town, on Tuesday morning last,
the Truckmen of the city on horseback, in to town, drawn in a splendid Barouche. Af
For the Gazette & Palladium.
Olive Lord, daughter of Mr. William Jeftheir white frocks—men who live by Com terwards he was addressed by Gen. Upham,
X If. MIMsEEt
ferds, aged 7 years.
merce, and who are always ready to honor in the Franklin Hall, in a speech replete with
York County Bible Society.
In Limerick, 15th inst. Mrs. Anna, relict of
OULD notify all persons indebted to
its supporters—by a large cavalcade of spir energy, and worthy the organ of the Whigs
The annual meeting of the above Society the late Dea. Henry Dole, aged 85.
him by note or account, that payment
ited and patriotic young men, and by many i and their cause. Mr. Sprague replied in a
In Kittery, 11th inst. Mr. Joseph Wilson,
must be made by the 15th August next, after
other citizens in gigs and carriages. Be speech of three fourths of an hour in length, was held at the Court House in Alfred, the aged 71.
which time all demands remaining, will be
tween 5 and 6 o’clock, P. M. the barouche full of vigorous eloquence. He was repeat 10th of July instant.
In Dover, Mr. Paul Hayes, aged 59.
The following officers were chosen for
left with J. Dane, Esq. for Collection.,
came in sight, when the liorses and carriages edly interrupted by the cheers of an assem
In
Lubec,
Weld
Noble,
son
of
Mr.
O.
N.
Allen,
July 15,1834.
scattered over the plain, immediately arran bled multitude ; and considering this recep the year ensuing.
aged 18 months.
ged in order,—and as the barouche came up, tion was entirely unexpected to him, and that Hon. Daniel Goodenow of Alfred, President.
In York, Mr. Oliver Teal, aged 25 years.
In Greenland, N. H. Capt. Mark Coffin, aged
the cavalcade moved in front, followed by no preparation was or could have been made, Rev. Charles Freeman of Limerick, Vice do.
T OST by the subscriber, at Wells Corhep;
the barouche in which was Mr. Sprague and his speech on this occasion was highly hon Rev. Albert W. Fiske of Alfred, Correspond 29 years.
ing
Secretary.
In York, Joshua Johnson, Esq. aged 56.
JLj on Wednesday, the 9th inst. FIFTEEN
the committee of Arrangements, and the car orable to himself, and confirmed his reputa
John
Frost
of
Kennebunk,
Recording
Secre

In Strafford, 1st inst. Rachel Ham, relict of DOLLARS in bills—3 fives of the Roxbury
riages in the rear. The length of the proces tion as an orator. He was afterwards intro
Mr. George Ham, aged 79 years.
tary and Treasurer.
bank, new plate. Any person finding the
sion, or the number of persons in it, we do duced to the Whig citizens and others. In
In Portland, Mrs. Robina, wife of Rev. James above bills and returning them will be suita
not know, as the end never came under our the evening he honored the citizens by par Daniel Sewall, Esq. of Kennebunk, '
Carruthers,
aged
57.
bly rewarded. Any information respecting1
eye. Almost all the horses in Portland were taking of a supper at the Rockingham House Rev. Samuel Johnson of Saco,
Drowned, in Sanford, on the 9th inst. Mr. Mo them will be gratefully received and a fair re
William Clark ot Wells,
in the procession. Nothing like it has been where he made a beautiful and pertinent ad
ses Hanson, of Lebanon, aged about 55 years.—
Stephen Merrill of Biddeford,
seen since Lafayette came here.
dress in reply to the compliments on the oc
Mr. Hanson had long been deprived of his reason, muneration given for all necessary trouble»
Levi Smith of Kennebunk-port,
JAMES WHEELWRIGHT*
The Procession came into town over Mus- casion. He retired early, and the company
and
the verdict of the jury summoned by the
Trus

Seth
H.
Keeler,
of
S.
Berwick,
sey’s Bridge, which was politely made toll separated at about eleven o’clock.”
Wells, July 17, 1834.
Coroner upon his body was, “ that he camo to
tees.
Geo.
W.
Wells
of
Kennebunk,
free for the occasion,—and gofa'g down
his death by accidental drowning while in a
David P. Smith of Newfield,
^^ucHon^Sth inst. «
Bridge street, up High street, down Free
state of mental derangement aggravated by the
The respectful manner in which Mr.
Elisha Bacon of Sanford,
use of ardent spirits.”— Com.
street, Middle street, up Court street into Con Sprague has been received by his constituents
L. OSBORN, being out of healthy fihds
Nathan D. Appleton, Esq. of zAlfred,
gress street, the procession stopped at the City
At New-Orleans, of Cholera, on the 4th ult.
• it necessary to relinquish his present
Hall, when Gen. Joshua Wingate in be must be peculiarly pleasing and gratifying to Rev. Joseph Ballard ofS. Berwick,
Mr. Nathaniel Emerson, aged 41, formerly of
Haverhill, Mass., and son of the late Capt. Nehe- line of Business, and will on Monday P. M.
half of the citizens of Portland, welcomed him. After having been abused and misrep Archibald Smith, Esq. of Alfred,
The amount received by the Treasurer for miah Emerson. Mr. E. had resided in New- at 1 o’clock July 28th, commence the sale of
him home, alluding to his services in the U. resented by the minions of the Executive in
S. Senate and his exertions in behalf of a suf every section of the union, and more especial the year past was $639 00. A donation of Orleans, about fourteen years, and was one of his present stock of GOODS, together with
$343 was made to the American Bible Soci most respectable American residents in that city. two Cook Stoves ; Household articles; Iron
fering and afflicted country.
He had been successful in his mercantile pur bound Casks, &c. &c.
When the Procession was in Bridge street, ly by the office-holders of Maine—after being ety to aid in distributing the scriptures in for —
suits, and was about arranging his affairs, pre
He solicits the attendance of Traders and
a large concourse of citizens stationed on the insulted by the President himself, in a docu eign countries.
paratory to a removal to a more northern cli others, who know the value of things, and
The following resolution was adopted:
brow of a hill, gave him a generous and en ment addressed to the U. S. Senate—to be
mate ; when he was arrested by death in the
Resolved, That this Society during the prime and vigor of life. He was manly, enter feel disposed to take a good bargain at some
thusiastic reception by three cheers. At the welcomed as he has been—with so many and
head of High street, the same demonstrations so sincere demonstrations of respect—to be present year will raise the sum of $700 to aid prising, yet frank and amiable, and his untimely thing near the worth. Nothing but fair man
the American Bible Society in the work of death is deeply lamented by the many friends of agement may be relied on. Conditions to b@
of applause were given. So also in other
known at the sale.
his youth to whom he was endeared.
parts of the city. The name of SPRAGUE greeted with so much cordiality—to receive foreign distribution,
Kennebunk, July 12,1834.
Haverhill Gaz.
July 17,1834,
was fa every man’s mouth. Old and young such cheering marks of confidençe and grati-
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NEW BOOKS

To the Hon. Court of County Commissioners
SHERIFFS SALE.
for the County of York.
York, ss.—June 28, 1834.
AMILIAR Letters ; Family at Home ;
HE undersigned, inhabitants of the town
ITS most respectfully solicited, by the subAKEN
on
Execution,
and
will
be
sold
Corner Stone ; Fire Side Piety ;
From the London Literary Gazette, of April 19.
of North Berwick, in said county, re Private Devotions ; Young Christian ;
at Public Vendue, at the Store of
t JL scriber, to an
THE VOICE OF THE WAVES.
Messrs. Parks & Harris, in Berwick, in spectfully represent, that that part of the new
Worcester’s Last Thoughts ; Biblical Reader;
INVALUABLE PREPARATION,
(Written near the scene of a recent Shipwreck.] said County, on Saturday the sixteenth day road or straightening, leading from the old Sprague’s Hints, &c. &c.
the merits of which have been tested by
road
near
widow
Elizabeth
Neal
’
s
dwelling
Answer, ye chiming waves,
of August next, at two of the clock in the af
New Books for Children.
time and are sustained by undoubted
That now in sunshine sweep :
ternoon, all the estate, right, title, and in house to the Causeway hill in North Berwick,
TESTIMONY.
Child
at
Home ; Lectures to Children ;
which
was
at
a
regular
session
of
the
County
Speak to me from the hidden caves,
terest, which Daniel Luddington of said Ber
Voice of the solemn deep !
wick has, by virtue of a certain bond or con Commissioners, for the County of York, be Child’s Book of Repentance, by T. H. Gallaudet;
tract in writing from one David Wingate, to gun and held at Alfred, in said County, on
Hath man’s lone spirit here
the third Tuesday of May 1833, ordered to History of Joseph, by do. ;
a
conveyance
of
the
farm
now
occupied
by
With storms in battle striven ?
are every year increasing their long estab
said Luddington in said Berwick, upon con be opened and made, may be discontinued, How to be Happy, by Mrs. Sigourney
Where ah is now so calmly clear,
ditions to be by him performed. Said farm as it would subject the town to a very great Poetry for Children, by do. ;
lished reputation. They have outlived
Hath anguish cried to heaven ?
is bounded by land of James Hubbard, Sam expense to build the road and bridge, and Sketches of Prophets and Prophecy ;
many rival preparations, and are continu
Well
Spent
Hour
;
Persecuted
Child
;
that
the
Public
convenience,
in
our
opinion,
uel D. Whitehouse and the heirs of Gershom
Then the sea’s voice arose,
ally gaining upon public confidence.
A
great
variety
of
small
Toy
Books,
for
does
not
require
the
alteration.
Like an earthquake’s under-tone—
Horn ; the same having been attached by me
The Botanical Drops have been success
sale
by
D.
REMICH.
Wherefore
your
Petitioners
pray,
that
the
“ Mortal, the strife of human woes
on the original writ.
fully administered for many years, as a
June 13,1834.
road above mentioned may be discontinued
Where hath not nature known ?
G. C. WALLINGFORD, Deputy Sheriff.
thorough remedy for that well known and
agreeably to their request. Your petitioners
Here the quivering mast
would further pray that your honors would
prevalent class of inveterate diseases, which
SHERIFFS
SALE.
»ASSINS.
Despair hath wildly clung :
OX and CASK' RAISINS ; Also—Su- originate from a vitiated habit of body, or
York ss Hfl AKEN by virtue of an Ex- view and order a new road to be laid odtand
The shriek upon the wind hath past,
’ " JL ecution and will be sold opened from said Elizabeth Neal’s dwelling
perior Old and Young Hyson Tea.
an hereditary predisposition in the patient
The midnight sky hath rung.
at Public Vendue, near the Meeting-house of house to said Causbway, hill in the place
For sale by
WM. LORD.
and generally appear under the various and
where
the
old
road
was
heretofore
travelled.
the First Parish in Kennebunk, in said coun
June 26,1834.
And the youthful and the brave
distressing shapes of Scrofula, Salt Rheum,
WILLIAM
WEYMOUTH,
&
als.
ty, on Saturday the second day of August
With their beauty and renown,
Leprosy, St. Anthony’s Fire, Fever Sores’,
North-Berwick,
May
13,
1834.
SCYTHES.
To the hollow chambers of the wav©
next, at three o’clock in the afternoon, all the
JFkite Swellings, Scurvy, Foul and obstiIn darkness have gone down.
right in equity which Samuel Kimball of
I) O Z. JOY & SONS’ superior
nate
Ulcers, Sore Legs and Eyes, Scald
STATE OF MAINE.
Kennebunk-port, in said county, has to re
SCYTHES ; Also—a quantity of
They have vanished from their place,
Head
Uenereal Taint.
deem the farm on which he now lives, with
York, ss.
Shaker Rakes and Rifles, for sale bv the
suband

Let their homes and hearth make moan !
the buildings thereon, situated in said Ken At a regular session of the County Commis scriber.
In the last mentioned condition of the sys
WM. LORD.
But the rolling waters keep no trace
nebunk-port and being under the encum
sioners oj the County of York, begun and
tem, the Botanical Drops will be found to
June 26,1834.
Of pang or conflict gone,”
brance of a mortgage to John Osborn & Co.
held at Alfred, on the third Tuesday of May,
eradicate the lurking poison, where Mercury
for the sum of 443 dollars and nine cents,
1834.
Alas ! thou haughty deep!
OUST
WANTED.
has totally failed, and thus prevent the pa
with interest from the 15th day of October,
The strong, the sounding far !
N this Petition, Ordered, That the PeLL persons indebted to the subscribers, rent from entailing the seeds of an heredita
1832.
My heart before thee dies.—I weep
tioners give notice to all persons and
by note or account of more than 3 ry disease on his offspring.
To think on what we are !
A. WARREN, D. Sheriff.
corporations interested, that the said Commis months standing, are requested to pay the
June 30, 1834.
sioners will meet at the house of Col. Nathan same immediately, as we do not wish to em DR. RELFE’S BOTANICAL DROPS
To think that so we pass,
iel Hobbs, in North Berwick, on the fourth barrass a Lawyer with the collection of our are successfully used in cases of violent erup.
High hope, and thought, and mind,
tions after the measles—red blotches—pimLIST
OF
LETTERS
Tuesday
of August next, at ten o’clock A. M. debts.
HUBBARD & BROOKS.
E’en as the breath stain from the glass,
Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk, and will then proceed to view the highway,
Doughty’s Falls, June 10, 1834.
3m.
pies on the face, festering eruptions on the
Leaving no sigh behind !
June 30, 1834.
which by said petition is prayed to be dis
skin—and other diseases of the external
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
Saw’st thou nought else thou main,
continued, and also the route for the high
Books $ Stationary.
surface, and are one of the best Spring and
Thou and the midnight sky—
APT. JOTHAM BLAISDELL, George way prayed for, and immediately after
Autumnal physics known, to free the sys
Nought, save the struggle, brief and vain,
W. Bickford,—Elisha Chadbourn 2, said view will at some convenient place
tem from humors.
D.
REMICH
The parting agony ?
Ivory Chadbourn, Ira Chamberlain, Otho
in the vicinity, hear the parties. Said notice
AS just received a large assortment of
tiff* Striking instances of Success.
Chatman,—William Durrell 2, Miss Eunice to be by causing the Town Clerk of North
And the sea’s voice replied—
Miscellaneous & School Books. ; Extract of a letter from a Physician of the
Dorman,—Oliver Freeman.
Berwick
to
be
served
with
an
attested
copy
ie Here nobler things have been
Writing and Letter Paper, a great variety first
:
respectability, and extensive practice,
H. I. J. K. L. M.
of said petition and this Order thereon, by and almost every article of Stationary usually
Power, with the valiant when they died,
George
W.
Hardy,
Miss
Abigail
Hardy,
causing
the
same
to
be
posted
up
in
three
in
this vicinity, member of the Massachu
To sanctify the scene :
inquired
for.
Uriah Hanscomb,—Nathaniel Kendall,—Capt. public places in said town and by causing
setts Medical Society.
June 13, 1834.
William Lord, Jun. Geo. & I. Lord, Joseph the same to be published in the Kennebunk
Courage, in fragile form,
June 16th, 1829.
Littlefield, Miss Mary Littlefield, Joel Mad Gazette published at Kennebunk, three weeks
Faith, trusting to the last,
iWWTOJVS
Dear Sir,
Prayer, breathing heavenwards through the dox.
successively, each of the other notices and
---“ This child, before he was a year
storm,
N. O. P. Q. R. S.
the first of said publications to be thirty days
But all alike have passed.”
old, became afflicted with a leprous disease
Moses Nason 2,—James Patten, Jr., Abra at least before said fourth Tuesday of August.
[Price reduced to 25 cents.]
ham Perkins,—Edward Smith, Freeman
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
Which cures in less than one hour’s appli of the skin, and which gradually increased,
Sound on, thou haughty sea!
Sawyer.
Copy of said Petition and order thereon,
so that when about three years old, the whole
cation. See directions.
These have not passed in vain ;
T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
HE character of this celebrated Oint surface of the body was one continued sore,
My soul awakes, my hope springs free
Henry C. Thayer,—Augustus Wise, John
June 14.
On victor wings again.
ment stands unrivalled for being a safe,, attended with an ichorous discharge, pro
Wiles, Nathaniel Webb.—30.
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
ducing great soreness and intolerable itching,
JAMES
OSBORN,
Jun.
P.
M.
Thou, from thine empire driven,
disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of which became almost insupportable. A
May’st vanish with thy powers :
SHALL sell on Execution, at Public Ven pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar great variety of the most approved external
But by the hearts that here have striven,
due, at the store of Keay & Butler, in ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
A loftier doom is ours !
Lebanon, on Saturday the 2d day of AugustThe well known JAUNDICE BITTERS, and internal remedies were used without
Remaining in the Post Office at North Berwick,
next, at three o’clock P. M., all the right in which are so eminently useful for removing any permanent relief. Much interest was
Me. June 30, 1834.
■ TEMPERANCE DBPARTMENtT
excited in behalf of the child, and conse
Equity which John Hardison of Lebanon, all Jaundice and Billions complaints.
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
ETSEY ABBOT, Nathaniel Abbot,— in the County of York, yeoman, has to re A fresh supply is just received, and for sale by quently different medical advice was solicit
[From the Temperance Journal.]
Maria Brown, Stephen Berdeen, Ed deem a certain parcel or tract of land situated
ed, but with little or no advantage, the dis
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
WHAT I HAVE SEEN I
and lying in said Lebanon, on the road leading
ward Brown, Eliza Brown, Benjamin Butler,
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
ease progressed with unabating violence and:
It ought to be distinctly known, that the —Elihu Carpenter, Hermon Chase 3, Daniel from G. Falls to Acton Corner, and bounded
Wholesale by
W. C., MITCHELL, Portland,
author of the following remarks on what he Currier, Eleazer Cate,—John Earl,—Oliver by lands of Mark W. Pray, George Stackpole and Henshaw Co. Delano & Whitney, Hastings, seemed to defy the healing art. At length "
and others, containing fifty acres more or less, Marsh & Co. W. C. Stimpson, Low and Reed, J.P. the parent was induced by the advice of a
has seen of the tremendous consequences of Furnald, William Frye.
and
is the same farm on which the said Har Hall and others, Druggists in Boston, and all orders to neighbor, (who had been benefited by the
intemperance, is the Superintendent of one
H. I. J. K. L. M.
be addressed to Jesse Daniell, & Co. Dedham, Mass. article,J to try Dr. Relfe’s BOTANICAL
William Hussey, Betsey Hartwell, Dudley dison now lives, with the buildings thereon
of the largest “ Houses of Industry” (or in
DROPS. Several bottles were given ac
standing.
The
sum
for
which
said
property
other words, <( Alms Houses”) in the U. S. Hays, Wm. H. Hobbs, Jacob H. Hall, Philan
NOTICE.
was mortgaged and the conditions made
cording
to the directions, before the least
der
Hartwell,
—
Wm.
Logan,
—
Horatio
S.
and that the facts are those which daily fall
Fyman, Bennebunk-port, abatement of the disease was observed ; but,
known at sale.
Morrell, John Manning, John McCrillis.
under his own personal observation, and are
Slollis, Biddeford
Saco. by a persevering use of them, the ichorous
JAMES B. SHAPLEIGH, D. Sheriff.
N. O. P. Q. R. S.
therefore entitled to great consideration as ’ Eliza Nowell,—Alexander Pierse,—Charles
ALL persons indebted to Dr. LEVI J.
Sanford, June 23, 1834.
authentic.
HAM, in either of the above named discharges began to abate,—the scabs to
Sargent.
towns, are hereby notified that he has left his give way in places, and fall off. The drops
My employment for several years past,
T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
demands at the office of Wm. C. Allen, Esq. were continued until the boy became per
Ebepgzer Varney, Isaac Varney, Amasa
has brought me in direct contact with pov
fectly well, the skin resuming its natural
ARWELL’S and SOUTHWICK’S in Alfred, for collection.
erty, and wretchedness occasioned by in- Varney’2,—Asa L. Wiggin, Obed Wentworth,
Scythe?, Scythe Snaiths and Rakes.
June 2.
and healthy aspect, seeming indeed Bke «
Oliver Worster, Jacob Wentworth.—37.
temperance.
For sale by
MILLER & HALL.
M. HUBBARD, P. M.
skin—since which time the boy
1 have seen thousands made public pau
PAPER”HA1VGINGS. ’ ' renovated
June 19, 1834.
has enjoyed perfect health, and his cure is
pers by the use of alcoholic stimulants ; the
LARGE and handsome assortment of
BOTANICAL HYGEIAN
ascribed wholly to the Drops, as no other
greater part by their own habits, others by
ROOM PAPERS & BORDERS,
BOKO CABOT
Vegetable
just received and for sale by D. REMICH. medicine was used in conjunction with
the habit of drunkenness in parents, hus
Universal medicine.
them.”
June 13,1834.
HP HIS beautiful and thobands and children.
HIS compound vegetable matter con
[The original letter, with additional par
JL
rough bred young
I have seen two hundred drunkards on
sists of eight different articles only, and
~iPjmsraa
:
ticulars, may be seen by calling on the Pro
?i\blood HORSE, *s
their death beds, generally alike unmindful
is warranted free from any mercurial or
waKiHMlMkKr elegant dark Chestnut Color,
prietor.]
of the past, and reckless of the future, hur chymical substances, all of which are consid with a star, black main, tailand legs,both IO OR sale by
JE
HUBBARD & BROOKS.
/I Gentleman of this city, who has
ered
detrimental
to
those
who
take
them.
ried from this world by this fatal vice,—
hind feet partially white below the pastern
Doughtys-Falls, June 21.
3w.
This medicine consists of two kinds of| joints. He is 6 years old in June next ; 15
been attended a long time by our most cele
they have gone “ unhonored and unwept.”
brated and experienced practitioners, and
They were of all classes in society. One Pills put up in one box with a parting, and hands high ; with a great share of bone and,
NEW -GOODS.
who had been reduced to almost the last
was a physician—educated, skilful, respect designated by No. 1 and 2 ; the No. 1 is the muscle. His Grandsire was the unrivalled
largest parcel. The box is enclosed with a
SPLENDID assortment of SUMMER stages of existence by his complaint—had
ed, a husband and a father, and once worth bill of directions and a blue paper strap wound Horse American Eclipse, that was sold the
GOODS, cheap for cash. Just receiv lost one eye !—and dreadful ulcers began to
$40,000. Another was a merchant, mil lengthwise over the box with a flowered label last season, at the age of 19 years, for $10,000,
ed by
HUBBARD & BROOKS.
and
now
stands
on
Long
Island,
in
the
State
destroy his leg, and spread over his whole
itary and municipal officer, once highly es on the outside, with the words Botanical Uni
Doughtys-Falls, June 21.
6 w.
of New-York, for the use of mares, at $100
side, and to threaten a most painful and
teemed in his native town, and beloved by a versal Medicine. This vegetable compound the season. His dam by the celebrated Mor
wife and three promising children. These is warranted good in all cases where any gan Horse. She would trot a mile in two NATURE’S GRAND RESTORATIVE. lingering death !—in communicating his
case at large to the proprietor, makes the
men took the downward road, were soon in thing of the nature of a good cathartic is minutes and forty-five seconds, and fifteen
HIS Vegetable Medicine stands unrival following closing remarks—
company with the most ignorant and degra wanted. The oldest and youngest may take miles an hour, with ease ; and is now valued
led
for
the
following
complaints,
viz
:
ded vagrants, and went with them through it without harm, or danger of taking cold, high for a brood mare.
—Dyspepsia or Indigestion ; Diseased Liver ; “ My case was pronounced by my Physi
without altering diet or dress from accustom
LORD CABOT
the poor house, to the i( drunkards grave.” ed habits. This medicine is sure to give sat
Bilious Disorders; Jaundice; Dropsy ; Asth cians to be one of inveterate Scrofula. It is
Will be at his Stable in Biddeford, the ma ; Costiveness ; Bilious Cholic ;for Worms; not necessary to inquire whether other
I have seen hundreds affected by delirium isfaction to all the world if rightly adminis
tremens, the particular disease of the intem tered. It does not require the aid of any present Season, ready to wait upon visitors, Pains in the Side, Stomach, and Breast ; Loss means would have effected the cure. I can
perate. A disease that is best described by other medicines. In common cases it should at the usual low price of Seven Dollars, to of Appetite ; Colds and Coughs ; Hoarseness; only say that Dr. Relfe’s Botanical Drops
of Breath; Nervous
Com were the only means I made use of, (after
its vulgar but appropriate name—-Horrors. be used as medicine, and not as food as some insure a foal. All Mares disposed of within Shortness
a year, will be charged as with foal.
plaints, fyc.
the physicians had exhausted their skill,]
I have seen several who have fallen into other medicines are.
HENRY RHODES, Groom.
This medicine is of a warming, cheering
The subscriber respectfully invites the pub
and have no reason to doubt, that under
the fire when intoxicated, and were so burn
W
e
the
undersigned,
having
known
L
ord
and
invigorating
nature
:
whereas,
it
is
well
ed, as to expire after a few days of exces lic to call on him and try this medicine. The Cabot from a colt, do without hesitation pro known many other cathartics have directly Providence, the Drops were the means of
public may rest assured that every article in
sive suffering.
this medicine has been thoroughly tried and nounce him a first rate thorough bred Horse, an opposite tendency; and it has a most pow relieving me from one of the most afflicting
1 have seen men who had taken such found to be as good as any thing that can be and well deserving the patronage of the public. erful influence, exceeded by no other medi diseases that humanity is called to endure.”
RUFUS BANKS,
cine, in removing Nervous complaints. It is
A Physician of eminence who had wit
quantities of liquor at once, as to die in a found in any country. Any one that wishes
STEPHEN LITTLEFIELD,
pleasant to take, and in its operation so much nessed the efficacy of this article, had the
few hours.
for medicine, and are not able or willing to
JERE. MILLIKEN.
so, that it may be administered to the tender candor recently to acknowledge to the
I have seen many with broken and dislo purchase, are invited to call and take some
Biddeford, March 15, 1834.
4m.
infant with safety.
Proprietor, that he considered it the best
cated limbs, and bruised and mangled bod for trial, without money or price. Put up in
VEGETABLE POWDERS.
a warranted uniform manner in Providence,
ies,'the effect of drunkenness.
medicine known, for the complaints for
Scythe
Bides.
R. I. by
S. PIKE.
THESE Powders are a most valuable which it is intended, and that it ought de
I have seen hundreds of men and women
composition
for
young
or
old,
male
or
female.
None are genuine unless signed in the sub
MILLER ■&, HALL
servedly to stand at the head of the whole
whose habits of inebriation, with bloated, scriber’s hand writing.
AVE just received from the Manufactur They are useful and safe for violent colds, fe class of such remedies.
distorted faces, and tattered garments, had
LEADER DAM, No. 29, Prince Street,
er, a supply of Austin’s celebrated vers, foul stomach, head-ache, jaundice, pain
procured them a season of total abstinence Boston, is appointed Agent for the sale of the
Price $1 a bottle, or 6 bottles for $5.
Scythe Rifles, which they offer for sale by in
thethe stomach and bowels, dysentary, cholic,
loss of appetite, cold hands and feet, palpi
in the alms house or prison. In a few above medicine, at wholesale and retail, for dozen at the wholesale price.
%*No’ne genuine unless signed on the
tation of the heart, rheumatism, female com outside printed wrapper by the sole Propri
weeks, with recovered health, mind and ap S. Pike of Providence, and by the following
June 17, 1834.
plaints, caused by colds, and all kinds of hu
pearance, they have gone forth and return persons only at retail: Samuel Andrews,
etor, T. Kidder, immediate successor to
mors.
ed to thei.r excesses. Very soon they were Seth W. Fowle, Joseph T. Brown, Wm. L. Ftnow all men by these Pres
the late Dr. W. T. Conway.
For sale,,
HOLMAN
’
S
BONE
OINTMENT.
again thrown on the public, or were laid in Richardson, Ashel Boyden, Benjamin Hig
ents,
HIS Ointment stands at the head of all with all the other « Conway Medicines,”
gins, Erastus S. Holden, Charles French,
their narrow cell.
HAT I, Doctor Bennet of Sanford in
remedies for the following diseases at his counting Room, No. 99, next door to
I have seen many who have been made Ambrose Seaton, Pearson and Rowland,
the County of York and State of Maine,
which human nature is heir to, viz. :■—Rheu
J. Kidder’s Drug Store, corner of Court
Charles Holbrook, Whitwell and Richards.
yeoman, for and in consideration of the sum
incurably insane solely by alcohol, and many
For Sale, wholesale and retail, in Portland, of one dollar, the receipt whereof I do hereby matism, both Chronic and inflammatory—• & Hanover streets, near Concert Hall, Bos
Gout—Sprains—Bruises, and contracted Ten
others made idiots by the same poison.
by Wm. C. Mitchell & Co. Joshua Durgin,
ton
& also, by his special appointment,
1 have seen hundreds of innocent chil John Coe, Henry K. Hinkley and David acknowledge, have released and do by these dons of long standing.
by
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
presents remise, release and forever quit
Vegetable
Bitters.
dren, who inherited a puny, sickly constitu Griffith, Middle street; in Kennebunk-port, claim unto Robert Bennet my son, a minor
This
preparation
is
calculated
to
correct
*
#
*Large
discount to those who buy to
tion from drunken parents, and who seem by Andrew Luques; in Wells, by Joseph of the age of fourteen years the thirteenth
the bile and create an appetite, by restoring sell again.
doomed to drag out a miserable existence, Wilson ; in Yrork, by Andrew Clark ; in day of October last, the remainder of his time the digestive powers ; and may be freely used
occasioned by the vices of their more than Gorham, by J. H. and S. C. Clements ; from the day of the date hereof, until he shall both as a restorative and to prevent disease.
in Limington, by James McArthur, Esq.; have arrived at the age of twenty one years,
brutal fathers and mothers.
S**«**
ff^The above medicines are prepared ¿NOTICE.
in Newfield, by John Adams ; in Alfred, with power and authority to make his own
FW^HE subscriber having contracted with
by Nathan Kendall; in South-Berwick, bargains relative to his labor, and to settle and for sale by CHARLES HOLMAN, Pen
the town of Kennebunk, to support the
ENKNIVES, a fine assortment—Emer by Doctors Trafton and Parker ; in Limerick, with those for whom he does labor and dis hallow street, Portsmouth, N. H. where may poor of said town for one year, hereby gives
be
found
a
general
assortment
of
vegetable
son’s Razor Straps—Shaving boxes and by Stimpson & Co. ; in Dover, by John H.
notice that he has made suitable provision for
Brushes—Tooth, Hair and Shoe Brushes. Wheeler and A. A. Tufts; at Great Falls, by charge them from all claims that I may have medicines, and also by the following gen them at the town Work-House, and hereby
or he himself may have to his wages, and to tlemen :—At Kennebunk, by John Lillie ;
For sale by
D. REMICH.
Dr. Wingate, and by most Dealers who pur receive his wages and appropriate and dis
forbids all persons.harboring or trusting any
June 21.
chase L. Dam’s medicines, in all of the New- pose of them in such manner as he may at Wells, by Joseph Wilson ; at Great Falls, of the Paupers of said town, as he is deter
by Timothy Walcott, (General Agent,) Ste
England States.
consider will be most to his advantage.
phen Wingate and R. Bradford ; Dover, J. mined to pay no bill for their support.
July 13, 1833.
tf.
ALEXANDER G. FURNALD.
In witness whereof, I do hereby set my H. Wheeler and Asa A. Tufts : Portland,
USCAN, 7 braids, ll braids, broad braids,
Kennebunk, May 1, 1834.
hand and seal this fourteenth day of Febru David Griffith.
and Misses STRAW BONNETS, just
Furniture Feathers.
ary A. D. 1834.
DOCTOR BENNET.
CHARLES HOLMAN.
received and for sale very cheap by
T^OR sale very cheap by
Witness.
*#*A11 directions signed in the hand wri
ELLOW FLAT CORN, For sale by
HUBBARD & BROOKS.
HUBBARD &r. BROOKS,
Jno. Powers.
ting of the proprietor.
JAMES & ISAAC LORD.
Doughty’s-Falls, June 18,1834.
3w.
Doughtys-Falls, June 21.
6w.
Elihu Parsons.
Sept. 14.
June 21,1834.
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